Thirty years after the discovery of HIV-1, the early transmission, dissemination, and establishment of the virus in human populations remain unclear. Using statistical approaches applied to HIV-1 sequence data from central Africa, we show that from the 1920s Kinshasa (in what is now the Democratic Republic of Congo) was the focus of early transmission and the source of pre-1960 pandemic viruses elsewhere. Location and dating estimates were validated using the earliest HIV-1 archival sample, also from Kinshasa. The epidemic histories of HIV-1 group M and nonpandemic group O were similar until~1960, after which group M underwent an epidemiological transition and outpaced regional population growth. Our results reconstruct the early dynamics of HIV-1 and emphasize the role of social changes and transport networks in the establishment of this virus in human populations.
A IDS is one of the most devastating infectious diseases in human history, and its cause, HIV, has been responsible for nearly 75 million infections (1) . Shortly after the first reports of AIDS in the United States in 1981 (2) and the isolation of HIV-1 2 years later (3, 4) , the disease was discovered to be established in heterosexual populations of central and east Africa (5, 6) , suggesting a much older-and, to that point, hidden-history of the pandemic in Africa.
Surveys of African apes identified chimpanzee [Pan troglodytes troglodytes (Ptt)] populations in southern Cameroon harboring simian immunodeficiency viruses (SIVs) most closely related to the pandemic lineage of HIV-1, group M (7, 8) . HIV-1 group M comprises numerous genetically distinct virus subtypes (A, B, C, etc.) and recombinant forms. Although only group M viruses established pandemic spread, other separate cross-species transmissions of SIV to humans in the Congo River basin led to nonpandemic transmission of HIV-1 groups O, N, and P, which are still largely confined to Cameroon and its surrounding countries (9) (10) (11) .
By the end of 1980s, the genetic diversity of HIV-1 group M in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), then known as Zaire, was greater and more complex than that in the rest of the world (12, 13) . HIV-1 strains collected in central Africa form phylogenetic outgroups to the subtypes of group M (14) , suggesting that the latter are the products of incomplete sampling and exportation events (15) . Two HIV-1 sequences substantially predate the discovery of AIDS and were retrospectively recovered from blood and tissue samples (16, 17) collected in Kinshasa, capital of the DRC, in [1959] [1960] . Other countries in the Congo River basin-notably the Republic of Congo (RC) (18, 19) , as well as Cameroon and Gabon (20, 21) -also harbor very high diversities of HIV-1 comparable to that observed in the DRC. Nevertheless, hypotheses concerning the geographic source of the pandemic and its early dissemination in humans remain controversial and have yet to be formally tested.
Although critical to our understanding of the establishment and evolution of human pathogens, a substantial period of HIV pandemic history is unclear. Despite our increased understanding of the cross-species transmissions of SIV to humans, we know very little about the early dissemination routes of HIV-1 and how group M became established as a continental epidemic in the decades immediately following its spillover from chimpanzees. Further, the genesis of major HIV-1 lineages, such as subtypes B and C, remains obscure. The lack of direct evidence about the early transmission of HIV-1 group M has led to several competing hypotheses for the emergence of AIDS (22) . The two most widely accepted hypotheses for the establishment of the group M pandemic argue that urbanization and/or viral genetic factors, such as adaptation of the HIV-1 vpu gene (23) , were decisive in the epidemiological success of group M compared with other SIV cross-species transmissions, such as group O, that did not cause pandemics.
By probing information contained in sampled viral sequences, evolutionary analyses can reveal the epidemic history of fast-evolving pathogens (24) . Molecular clocks agree that a common ancestor of HIV-1 group M existed in the first half of the 20th century (16, (25) (26) (27) , and models that link viral phylogenies to past transmission rates have been used to infer the epidemic history of group M (16, 27) . However, several aspects of the evolutionary models used remain vulnerable to criticism (28) , and the impact of recombination [a driver of HIV-1 genetic diversity (29) ] on estimates of the time scale of group M spread has not been fully addressed. Using alternative methods of evolutionary analysis applied to a compilation of HIV-1 sequences from central Africa, we have uncovered the dynamics of the establishment of HIV-1 in humans, which explain how just one of many cross-species transmission events gave rise to the global pandemic we see today.
The spatiotemporal origins of pandemic HIV-1
A preliminary analysis of all available env C2V3 HIV-1 sequence data (30) from countries in the Congo River basin, as well as the range of Ptt chimpanzees, indicated that group M spread from the DRC to other countries (figs. S1 and S3); hence, we focused on this area in subsequent analyses. A very high genetic diversity of HIV-1 has been reported, not only in Kinshasa and the north and south of the DRC (12, 13, 31, 32) , but also in Brazzaville in the RC and, to a lesser extent, in the Mayombe area of RC near Pointe-Noire, all of which have been suggested as potential source locations of the pandemic (22, 33, 34) . We therefore performed phylogeographic analyses of viruses collected in both the DRC and RC (table S1) and compared sequence sampling locations with phylogenetic history to formally test hypotheses concerning the location of ancestral viral lineages (30) . Our analyses robustly place (Figs. 1 and 3A) . Although we focus on estimates under the best-fitting demographic model for data set A, which reduces by 39% the BCIs of previous estimates (16, (25) (26) (27) , the epidemic time scale we infer is robust to the evolutionary models chosen ( fig. S8 ) and the data sets analyzed ( fig. S9 ). Because sequence fragments for the earliest HIV-1 sample [ZR59, sampled in 1959 in Kinshasa (17) ] partly overlap with the C2V3 region analyzed here, we included ZR59 as an internal control and estimated both the age and location of this strain. The estimate of the age of ZR59 is centered on 1958 (95% BCI: 1946-1970) (Fig. 3A) , with little variation across data sets ( fig. S9 ). In Fig. 3A , the posterior probability distribution of this age estimate is stratified according to the estimated location of ZR59; crucially, Kinshasa receives the highest support as the estimated location (PP = 0.81). The decisive support for Kinshasa as the epicenter of pandemic group M is robust to differences in spatial model specification and sampling heterogeneity (30) (tables S2 to S5 and fig. S4 ). To further test robustness, we deliberately excluded Kinshasa sequences sampled at the earliest time point (1985, representing 51% of strains for this location), which resulted in a root location at Brazzaville (PP = 0.97), located just 6 km from Kinshasa across the Congo River.
Our estimated location of pandemic origin explains the observation that Kinshasa exhibits more contemporary HIV-1 genetic diversity than anywhere else (12, 13) . It clarifies why the oldest known HIV-1 sequences were sourced from this city (16, 17) and why several early cases indicative of AIDS are linked to Kinshasa (35) . The crossspecies transmission of SIV to humans predates (table S6) are projected along the transportation network for the DRC (railways and waterways), which was fully operational until 1960 (38) . Gradient colors depict the time scale of spatial movements (bottom left).
the group M common ancestor (36) and probably occurred in southeast Cameroon, where the chimpanzees with SIVcpz strains most similar to group M have been identified (7, 8) . After localized transmission, presumably resulting from the hunting of primates, the virus probably traveled via ferry along the Sangha River system to Kinshasa (37) . During the period of German colonization of Cameroon (1884-1916), fluvial connections between southern Cameroon and Kinshasa were frequent due to the exploitation of rubber and ivory (36) .
Early spatial expansion from Kinshasa
With the geographic origins of pandemic group M clear, we next sought to investigate its spread from Kinshasa to the rest of Africa. To identify statistically significant epidemiological links among locations and quantify virus exchange, we estimated rates of viral lineage migration using an established "robust counting" approach (30) . In addition to identifying Kinshasa as the location of the group M common ancestor, our analyses showed a dynamic pattern of HIV-1 movement in the DRC and RC, dominated initially by viral dispersal away from Kinshasa and toward other population centers (Fig. 2) . Overall, 57% (95% BCI: 48 to 65%) of all viral lineage movements originated from Kinshasa. Of these, one-third were directed to the neighboring city of Brazzaville ( fig. S5 ), explaining the high genetic diversity of group M reported there (18, 19) . Further, our results revealed that the earliest introductions of HIV-1 to Brazzaville occurred by 1937 (95% BCI: 1920-1953) (Fig. 3B) . We note that these estimates pertain to viral lineages that survived to be sampled in each location; thus, HIV-1 may have been introduced earlier (e.g., to Brazzaville) but without successful onward transmission. Historical transportation data from the DRC during 1900-1960 (38) (Fig.  3C) (table S6) . Each box-and-whisker plot represents movement between a pair of locations. The vertical bar in each box represents the earliest date of movement, and colors to the left and right of this bar represent the seeding and receiving locations, respectively. The width of the boxes and the whiskers represents the 25-to-75% and 2.5-to-97.5% percentiles, respectively, of the estimated date of earliest movement. (C) Locally weighted regression curves for the official total number of passengers (log10) transported along railways (95% of journeys) and waterways (5%) in the DRC (38) DRC before the date of the earliest known HIV (38) .
Group M arrived first at the three largest population centers-Brazzaville, Lubumbashi, and Mbuji-Mayi (40, 41)-that were better connected to Kinshasa (38) , indicating a critical role for mobility networks in the early spread and establishment of HIV-1 from its epicenter (42) . Within the DRC, the majority of journeys took place along the railway network, which was used by >300,000 passengers per year in 1922, peaking at >1 million annual passengers in 1948 (Fig. 3C) . Mbuji-Mayi, the world's second largest producer of industrial diamonds, and Lubumbashi, also a mining city and the second largest of the DRC, were connected via the most active section of the DRC railway network (38) . Although most viral movement consisted of lineage dissemination away from Kinshasa (Fig. 3D) , we also identified one instance of significant bidirectional virus exchange, between Mbuji-Mayi and Lubumbashi ( (Fig. 3B) . To further quantify changes in HIV-1 dissemination through time, we estimated, for each decade, the relative proportion of viral lineage movements that began in Kinshasa. We found a significant decline (8% per year) in this measure (Fig. 3, D  and E) . By the mid 1980s, approximately half of all dispersal events were seeded from secondary locations (Fig. 3E) , thereby establishing the geographically heterogeneous distribution of HIV subtypes observed across eastern and southern Africa (39) . (30) , a population genetic model that links phylogenetic tree shape to the demographic history of the sampled population (24) .
Divergent epidemic dynamics of
Our analyses provide an estimate of the effective number of HIV-1 infections through time for HIV-1 groups M and O. Between 1920 and 1960, group M underwent an early phase of relatively slow exponential growth (Fig. 4) . Using a twophase exponential-logistic model of population growth (30), we estimate the exponential growth rate of group M during the early phase to be 0.1 year −1 (95% BCI: 0.064 to 0.15 year ), which may reflect lower infectivity caused by the greater susceptibility of group O to the antiviral host protein tetherin (23) . This suggests that genetic factors specific to the SIV ancestors of HIV-1 that infected chimpanzees and gorillas may have been most important in the period immediately after cross-species transmission.
However, around 1960 (95% BCI: 1952-1968) group M transitioned to a second, faster phase of exponential growth ( Fig. 4; see also fig. S8 , which demonstrates robustness of the estimated growth parameters to the molecular clock model used). During this second period, group M growth rates more than doubled to 0.27 year −1 (95% BCI: 0.20 to 0.33 year
), substantially outpacing the concurrent rate of Kinshasa population growth. Our results thus call into question the role of human population expansion in HIV-1 emergence (33). Crucially, the estimated time of this transition also marks the time at which the epidemic histories of groups M and O diverge. Although the TMRCA of group O (1926; 95% BCI: 1903-1948) is similar to that of group M and both grew at similar rates until~1960, group O exhibits no subsequent increase in growth rate and remains largely confined to Cameroon and surrounding countries (10) . Whereas virus-specific factors may explain the differences in early-phase growth rates, invoking this hypothesis to explain the group M transition between 1952 and 1968 would require the implausible proposition that viral accessory genes evolved concurrently and convergently in multiple lineages already present in different central African locations (Figs. 1 and 3B and fig.  S3 ). Lastly, Fig. 4 indicates a stabilization in epidemic growth over the past two decades. Although the methods used here may sometimes underestimate growth rates near the present (44) , this slowdown agrees with reports of relatively stable HIV prevalence in the DRC from 1976 to 1997 (45, 46) .
The observation that HIV-1 group M growth rates nearly tripled around 1960 is a consequence of a relative increase (at that time) in the rate at which sampled viral lineages join together, or coalesce, as time proceeds backward toward the phylogeny root. Theory suggests three nonmutually exclusive explanations for this change in the coalescence rate. (i) Group M viruses expanded geographically and established new subpopulations around 1960 (47) , resulting from the dispersal of sampled lineages from Kinshasa (Fig.  3). (ii) Group M transmission rates increased, in Kinshasa or elsewhere, such that the number of infections was substantially lower before~1960. (iii) Onward transmission per capita was more homogeneous and, on average, less frequent after the estimated transition (95% BCI: 1952 BCI: -1968 ). This counterintuitive result arises because the lineage coalescence rate will be faster when only a small fraction of infections generate the majority of new cases and when the viral generation time is reduced (48) . To discriminate among these hypotheses, we first reconstructed the epidemic history of lineages that maintained ancestry within Kinshasa (i.e., 84 taxa in Fig. 1 (table S7) , applied to an alignment of 50 concatenated gag, pol, and env sequences sampled between 1987 and 1999 from west-central African patients (62) . The superimposed black curve represents a locally weighted regression of human population growth in Kinshasa between 1920 and 1994 (43, 64) . Dots show regression data points. The vertical line at 1960 corresponds to the estimated time at which group M transitioned from slow to faster exponential growth. The 95% BCI for this estimate is highlighted in gray.
epidemic profile ( fig. S7) to that in Fig. 4 , it seems unlikely that geographic expansion directly drove the change in coalescence rate, despite it being a necessary condition for the international establishment of the pandemic. Explanations (ii) and (iii) are compatible with an early establishment of group M in high-risk groups of small size-for example, commercial sex workers with higher rates of partner exchange and/or exposure to contaminated injectionsbefore later spreading to the larger, general DRC population from the 1950s onward. Specifically, the transition to faster exponential growth (Fig. 4) agrees with available public health data (34) and the hypothesis that transmission rates of group M increased as a result of the administration of unsterilized injections at sexually transmitted disease clinics in the 1950s and/or subsequent changes in the nature of commercial sex work in Kinshasa from the early 1960s, which led to increased client numbers (34) . The idea that early HIV spread included an iatrogenic component is supported by data from other blood-borne viruses. A study of hepatitis C virus (HCV) in the DRC showed that it exhibits an age cohort effect (49) , and an epidemic of hepatitis [presumably hepatitis B virus (HBV)] was reported in Kinshasa in 1951-1952 (50) . Both events indicate an important role for past iatrogenic transmission. Additional genetic data may allow the past dynamics of HCV, HBV, and other viruses in the DRC to also be reconstructed.
It seems less likely that genital ulcer disease (GUD) or circumcision practices played a role in the group M transition. In 1920, GUD incidence was~10% for primary and secondary syphilis and chancroid but dropped by a magnitude of 1.5 to 2.5 until 1960 (51) . It is conceivable that postindependence changes in sexual behavior could have increased GUD incidence, but unfortunately this is difficult to assess, as postcolonial medical records are scarce or nonexistent. Further, a lack of circumcision was unlikely to have played a role, as nearly all males in Kinshasa were circumcised by 1960 (51) .
The emergence of HIV-1 subtypes
Unlike HIV-1 strains from outside Africa, group M viruses from the DRC are not structured into clearly distinct subtypes (14) . The former are exemplified by subtype B, which forms a distinct monophyletic cluster within the group M phylogeny (Fig. 1) . It is thought that subtype B originated as a viral lineage exported from Africa to Haiti (52) and then to the United States, from where it spread internationally to become the most geographically dispersed subtype worldwide (53) . Our analyses indicate that the lineage ancestral to subtype B originated in Kinshasa (PP = 0.99) (Fig. 1) 1960s (54, 55) . Our results strengthen this hypothesis, as a large proportion of these professionals were based in Kinshasa (55, 56) .
In contrast to subtype B, subtype C spread successfully within Africa and currently accounts for~50% of HIV-1 infections worldwide (53) . Our phylogeographic reconstruction suggests Mbuji-Mayi as the most likely ancestral location of subtype C (PP = 0.56) (Fig. 1) . Moreover, south and east African subtype C sequences are phylogenetically interspersed with sequences from Lubumbashi, capital of the southern Katanga province. Therefore genetic and historical data indicate independently that the DRC transportation network provided the key connection between the Kinshasa region and other human population centers in sub-Saharan Africa (Figs. 2 and 3 and table S6 ), and additionally provided a link between southern DRC and neighboring Zambia and Angola (38) . This indicates subtype C as a lineage that developed in the DRC mining regions, from where it spread south and east, probably through migrant labor. The impact of migrant labor on the spread of HIV-1 is well established in southern Africa (57) , where subtype C dominates with high prevalences (53) .
Impact of recombination and evolutionary rate heterogeneity
The cocirculation of divergent HIV-1 subtypes has facilitated the identification of recombinant HIV lineages (29) . Recombination may confound phylogenetic reconstructions and may adversely affect molecular clock estimates (58, 59) . Although we perform evolutionary reconstructions on relatively short sequence fragments (averaging 391 nucleotides) with limited opportunity to contain recombination breakpoints (60), we also conducted extensive simulations to assess the potential effect of recombination on the estimation of divergence times, evolutionary rates, and viral growth rates (30) . These analyses confirm that recombination does not significantly affect our TMRCA estimation. Even for rates of 3 × 10 −4 recombinations per site per year [about one order of magnitude higher than rates reported for group M (60, 61)], the variance of the TMRCA of group M increased only by 5.3% (tables S8 and S9). Thus, even for levels of recombination that are much higher than expected, the potential bias on key parameters inferred here is limited (62) . Evolutionary rates may also vary among subtypes, and it has been suggested that relaxed molecular clock models may have difficulties accommodating this rate heterogeneity (63) . We addressed this by investigating the robustness of our estimates with respect to the inclusion of subtype B and C sequences. Although evolutionary rate estimates for data sets comprising only subtype B or C result in slightly slower rates (2. S g -) channel with a yield of 5 T 2% using vacuum ultraviolet laser pump-probe spectroscopy and velocity-map imaging detection of the C( 
Here, h is Planck's constant and n is the frequency. Over the past 40 years, biologists and paleontologists have proposed that free oxygen molecules must have been available in small quantities before the rise of oxygenic photosynthesis in Earth's prebiotic primitive atmosphere (3). The only known abiotic production mechanism was through solar vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photodissociation of CO 2 to form CO + O in the early Earth stratosphere, followed by the three-body recombination reactions shown in Eqs. 
Here, M is a third body for carrying off the excess energy involved in the formation of the O 2 chemical bond (4) (5) (6) . Decades of experimental and theoretical photochemical studies of CO 2 have been focused on the detection and understanding of the CO + O photoproduct channels. Recent theoretical calculations (7, 8) suggest that an exit channel to produce C + O 2 upon VUV photoexcitation of the CO 2 molecule is possible. The ab initio calculation (7) has provided the dissociation pathway on the ground-state singlet potential energy surface of CO 2 , leading to the formation of the C( 3 P) + O 2 (X 3 S g -) products (where X is indicative of the ground state) (pathway 1 of Fig. 1) . If the electronically excited singlet CO 2 molecule initially produced by photoexcitation undergoes internal conversion to the groundstate singlet potential surface, the O atom could migrate through a cyclic CO 2 complex [c-CO 2 ( 
